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A B S T R A C T 

We discuss the suasses of the leptoquark. bosons m and 
the proton lifetime in Grand Unified Theories based principally 
on SD(5). It is emphasized that estiaates of m based on the 
QCD coupling and the fine structure constant are probably sore 
reliable than those using the experimental value of sin*6 . 

w 
Uncertainties ia the QCD A parameter and the correct value of 
a aie discussed. We estimate higher order affects un the evolu
tion of coupling constants in a momentum space renormalization 
scheme. It is shown that increasing the number of generations of 
fermions beyond che minimal three increases m by almost a fac
tor of 2 per generation. Additional uncertainties exist for 
each generation of technifermions that may exist. We discuss and 
discount Che possibility that proton decay could be "Cabibbo-
rotated" away, and a speculation that torentz invariance may be 
violated in proton decay at a detectable level. We estimate that 
in the absence of any substantial new physics beyond chat in the 



1. imODUCTIOM 

Grand Unified Theories (fiUTa)1'1 J , 3 Î » 4 ' ara vary beautiful, but they do not make vary 

«any testable predictions . Of course they do explain one or two long-standing mysteries, 

such aa why the elacerooagnatic charges of the proton and cicctroa are equal and opposite, 

and why Uptons and quarks have such qualitative resemblances. GUTs are also able to string 

together phenomena which hav« no apparent connection. For example, given any on* of Che 

following striking facturas of our fundamental world, they are ible co predict3''4* the 

other two: that the strong interactions are strong on a scale of 1 GeV, chat sin29 z 

a 0.2 aad that the proton is vary stable. GUTs alio enable one to interrelate some quark 

and lcpcoB nasses ' ' . What ana gats in a specific theory depends of coursa on its 

Biggs and fermion representation content, but the original and simplest prediction made for 

m^ in terras of n t before the discovery of the bottom quark teems experimentally to be 

reasonably valid. Another very exciting possibility is chat of generating the apparent 

bar?*- «lywsetry of the universe by grand unified partiel* interactions violating C, CP 

aad baryou number conservation very early in the big bang . This requires a tremendous 

extrapolation of our present coemological knowledge, and recent comiderétions on grand 

unified monopole production and on themal equilibration and dissipacive phenomena 

in the early universe «ay require us to complicate ehc simple picture at the first I0~3i 

seconds originally used . Furthermore, reliable numerical calculations in specific 

models are quite tricky . Nevertheless, it seems likely that the qualitative solution 

to the longstanding astrophysical problem of the origin cf matter has now been found. 

All well and good, but the scale of grand unification is estimated to be of ordc 10 I S 

G*V, which is rather remote îroa our present "high energy" physics laboratories . «hat 

are the practical and significant low energy teats of C3Ts? 

The most dramatic testable predict:on» of GUTs are for the decays of protons and bound 

neutrons. The very fact of proton decty would b* poetic: detailed studies of its decay 

modes mighe b* our only op*n window on grand unified interactions. The present limit 

on the proton lifetime is somewhat model-dependent! but of order lO 1 0 years in a class 

of popular models. It was realized early on that this longevity betokens very massive 

leptoquark bosons X to violate baryoa number conservation, siucc 

P" t o n S«ton 
CI.D 

The first serious estimate of the parameter C was made in Ref. 4), and cooxidcrablc 

effort has in the past been d e v o t * d 1 4 > , I 5 ï , 1 6 ï , 1 7 ' to estimating it more reliably, as well 

ae to estimating the leptoquark mass a^, on which T _ r o M n C I ) is strongly dependent. 

^According to the conventional scaling laws for particle accelerators» an ep colliding 
ring machine capable of producing leptaquark bosons would need s proton ring of radius 
•** 1 Light year, an electron ring of order 10,!* light years in radius, and a lumino
sity of order 10*' cm-2 ssc"1. One of us (J.E.) thanks A. De Rûjula and C.H. Llewellyn 
Smitj for discussions en this point. 



In this paper we assess uncertainties in the proton lifetime, mainly but not exclusively 

concerned with ch« estimation of a . 

Two alternative strategies for calculating a have been used, 

the disparity between the strong and weak coupling constants at j_.seent (low) energy scales, 

which is related to the leptoquark mass Q by 

Notice the insensitivity co tbe miaber of fer

mons in fl.2), and the sensitivity to the number of Biggs fields present ae low («m ) 

energies, vhich can rule out models with very many lav energy Biggs representations - see 

section 3. There are important subleading logarithmic corrections to equation (1.2) which 

are tbe meat of the calculation of a in this approach. The alternative approach is 

to stan from the experimental value *ia*8 , în tenu of vhich • ia given in a 
31 W 

leading logarithmic approximation by 

««> " ï D - S T Ccii2-i^> in <.£/Q»»] CI .3) 

where U~ is the number of complex Higgs doublets in the Veinberg-Salam model at "low" 

energies. The formula (1.3) is also subject co significant but calculable subleading 

corrections, but we can already sec chat it vill yield a rather approximate method of 

esticatiog a . Suppose ue consider an experimental errcr ACsin2? ) ia the deterai

nât ion of sinz9 . This will correspond approximately to a change iL in LaOn'/Q2) 

given according to equation (1.3) by 

to be ± 0.015, then we 

find from (i.<0 that aL • i 5,2, corresponding to a change in o^ by a factor fU)- 1.' 

By way of contrait, in Che approach starting from the "lav" energy strength of che strong 

interactions ana the appropriately sophisticated version of aquation 0.2), we find that 

a is almost proportional so A, the familiar scale parameter of QCD. As is argued in 

section 2 , this may be known to within a factor 2, and should therefore give a more 

accurate way of deesraining a. To reduce che error in m Co a factor 2 ± l using 

equation (1.4) would require an error of ; 0.004 in sin 1^, which is not attainable 

ae present. Ue will therefore use the scale of the strong interactions to sac the scale 

a of grand unification. 

Our analysis of uncertainties in the proton lifecise then proceeds in four stages. The 

first of these is the specification of the input: parameters in the calculation of a^. 

Section 2 contains a discussion of the meaning and value of Che QCD A parameter, the ap

propriate starting value of che electromagnetic fine structure constant 3 ' , and 

sees further remarks about sin'9... It also sets out two calculational methods for estima-



tins chc «normalization effects in grand unified théorie» aad estimating a . Th* next 

stage o£ the analysis concerns the extrapolation fro» "low" q 2 £ 10* GeV1 across the con

jectured desert to the region of Q 2 just less than a*. Section 3 contains a discussion 

of the accuracy of calculations '* in the threshold region for aaasiva vector bosons, 

«levant when S0(5) - SO(3) * SU(2) * U(1) or when SU(2) x u(I) * 11(1), and the likely 

uncertainty due to 3rd order affects in tbe desert region between thresholds. Also impor

tant are effects due to th* possible existence of new physics in the domain of extrapolation 

For example a new generation of fermions vould increase a by almost a factor of 2, chan

ging the proton lifetime estimate by a factor or about 12. A further Multiplicative uncer

tainty of similar order could result froa each extra generation of tsehnifermious , should 

thty exist. Notice alio that if one removes the conventional low energy fundamental Riggs 

doublet to replace it by technicolour, than one loses the factor of 2 reduction in m 

vhich vas gained froa the \ dependent teraa in the «volution aquations (1.2, 1.3). 

Since one requires at least two générations of tectoiferaions, this suggests that m is 

increased by a factor of at least (4 to 10) in cechnicoiour models, with a corresponding 

(1.1) increase in tbe nucléon lifctiae. Section 4 is concerned with tbe third stage of 

analysis «round a_, including uncertainties due to possible superheavy particles with 

•asses 0(a) and the possibility J of "Cabibbo-coeating away" proton decay, vhich 

we argue J to be unlikely in a wide class of aodcls reproducing the naïve S0(5) pre

diction for the bottom quark mass. Va also ask* an aside about the possibility of obser

ving a breakdown of Lorentï or ?oincarC invariance in proton decay, a logical possibility 

a priori because tbe basic decay mechanism is sucb a short distance process (M0~~ s ca). 

Sadl7, this possibility seras to be unrealizable in the nodal ' of Lorentz invariance 

breakdown which motivated our interest, though it should still be borna in aiad when 

considering experiments. Finally, in section S we assess uncertainties in the estiaa-

tiûn 4)' 1^'' 5^ 1 6*» 1 7) of the quantity C in equation (I.I), which reflects the calcul

ation of the matrix eleaants of the effective baryon-numfaer violating operator. We then 

quote the values of m obtained in the two different calculations! procedures intro

duced earlier, and then quota the nucléon iifetiae expected in the minimal SD(5) model, 

summarize the overall uneertaintias in this estimate, and discuss ways in which they might 

be reduced. 

While wr 

estimates uncertainties in the proton lifetime, and we comment on the relationship to our 

work wherever appropriate. 

2. LOW EMERGT IXPuTS 

As was mentioned in the introduction, we believe that the most reliable starting-point 

for estimating a is to use '* 1 9' th« value of the strong and electromagnetic coupling 

constants at "low energies", tfe thetafore need to know the appropriate input values of the 

strong interaction scale parameter A, and of the fine structure constant a in some 

rationalization prescription convenient for considerations on unified gauge theories. We 

study cbesa two probleas in the next two sub-sections, and devote a third sub-section to 

come remarks about sin28„. 



2.1. Tba value of A 

To get the desired precision in tba estimation of at , va need to go beyond tb* 
leading logarithmic approximation of aquation (1.2), which antaila considering the evolu
tion of coupling constants at the two-loop order. When this ie done, one oust specify 
carefully the renomalization scheme being used and the exact definition of the coupling 
constant» which was not dona explicitly in Hef. 18). To different schemes and defini
tions vill correspond different valuta of A. These are interrelated by simple numerical 
factors, for example 

"s • 2-" A « •• "MOM = 3- 6 \r ( 2-" 

where A and A—, refer to the minimal subtraction scheme and tha truncation proposed 
by Bardecn et al. 35) 

, respectively, and A_-. refers to a momentum space renoraalisation 
— 29) !*** 

of tba qq gluon vertex evaluated at the symmetric point in the Feymaan gauge in a 
Q* range vbere 6 flavours of quark ate operational. Note that, as discussed in Kef. 31), 
the numerical factor of 3.6 between A ^ „ and A in equation (3.1) should be regarded 

a) W J H ms 
*» being uncertain by 0(20)Z due to corrections of higher order in o^. Similar uncer
tainties also exist for all the other numerical ratios of A parameters that vc quota. 
Thar* are now many different phenomenological analyses of deep inelastic scattering data 
which quota widely different values of A. But many of these differences arise because 
they use different ranormalixation schemes and heac* should gat different values of A. 
Among the favoured definitions of A are those mentioned in (2.1), end parametrizationt 
of ehe nth momsnts ot deep inelastic structure functions in terms of n dependent A 
parameters. In these schemes the A are specified in terms of (for example) A — by 
numerical coefficient! analogous to chose in (2.1). For exasple in the A schec* of 
Para sod Sachrajda ' 

Aj (for F J P " " > - 1.34 A — - 1.37 A 2 (for FjN> (2.2) 

It euros out efue when one cakes account of these different definitions and values of 
A, and expressee them all in terms of the corresponding values of a "standard" defi
nition such as A_, then different sets of data, modes of analysis and analysers 

™* 21) 
give surprisingly consistent results '. Shown in Table 1 axe tha results of 7 different 
analyses determining the varieties of A parameters defined above (2.1, 2.2). They 
are all remarkably consistent and suggest that 

Ajy » 0.3 to 0.5 CaV (2.3) 

»3« Some words of caution are in order: most of ise analysée cited in table 1 neglected 
possible violations of scaling due to bighsr tvist effects. V* may include their leading 
effaces on deep inelastic moments in a parisestriration 

Mo(Q=) - (lnql/Aj)'d» (1 * |j) (2.M 

Hots thst tha factor of 3.6 that we have chosen corresponds to working with a"1 as ue 
do subsequently in our analysis of the ranormaliration group equations (3.4). 



One ia prejudiced from known higher tvisc affecta (elaatic and queer-elastic form-factors , 

acattarini off diquerka, etc.) end the general failing trends of structure functions at 

lax|« x co believe Chat 7 should generelfy be positive, if so, this mean* that the 

values of A. are overeaeimaced by the naive analyses which neglect higher tvisc effects! 

though it is of course logically pgssible thee T is in fact negative so that the values 

of A are underestimated. If we assume thee T *v 0(A), corresponding to two different 

oeasures of the strong interaction scele being comparable, chan. we find ' that the pre

ferred valuaa of A are reduced by a factor £ 50Z. We therefore conclude thee it is 

reasonable to take A__ •* 0.4 GeV and hope to be correct to within a fector of 2. 

tfe should u!ee a remark about recent expérimenta from DEST. quoting values of 

a (Q a) end A from analysée of hai'd giuoa brèmes tranlung; events in e e~ -*• qqg annihi

lation. Since these experiments are carried out at Q 2 * 1000 GeV 1, they should be 

relatively insensitive to higher twist effects. On the other hand» the full QCD radiative 

corrections to the e a •* qqg process have not yet been calculated. Just as in the caae 

of deep inelastic scattering, thia muet be done before a reliable value of A (whether ms 

or m T or HQH) can be extracted. 

There is aleo « school of thought 3 6' which holds thee A is very smell (< 100 KeV), 

largely baaed oa sa analysis of résonance phenomena and especially non-perturbative 

effects. Me feel chat this type of analysis is open to considerable question. For 

example, only ia one case Q*( lS # •*• badrone)/r(
IS l •* ff)} have the first order QCO 

radiative corrections to a resonance observable been fully computed , and they turned 

out to be enormous: (1 • 16 -*•) times the lowest order result if the 35" prescription 

ia used. Thia suggests etiac using resonance efiecta co estiaete A values is a very 

delicate business. 

Ose point chat should perhaps neve been espheeized eerlier is that with any definition 

the velue of A varies vita the number of flavours. This ii seen clearly from Che leading 

ordac formula 

..J.ftr 
a* ( Q j > " tt^WfaWAg <2-5) 

where f is the number of flavours. Xf we neglect the effects of finite non-zero quexk 

mesa in (2.5) and just assume ' that a (Q 3) is continuous et m» ., the (mass) 2 of 

the (f * O t h quark, then 

33-2f -2 

4.. " « P * * f - N . ) î r a F 

, bue is sufficient to indicate that the f 

dependence of A is not negligible. If we uae the full second-order formule for 

a (Q 1) and make eh* jam* assumption of continuity at Q* - Zm* as required in the a 7 
a *At s. 

prescription (see also section 3.2), then we find the f dependence of A indicated 

in Tabla 2* The results quoted in Table 1 generally used 4 flavours. He see that when 

going through quark thresholds to extrapolate to large momenta A must be progressively 

decreased. 



The matching with ocher coupling coo»cants (in our ease we will usa a) can be done 

ia either at two ways. One nay either 

(a) transform a from Che as* to the HOH prescription and then dc the rest of 

the «normalisation analysis using momentum space coupling* and the analysis by Ross 

of threshold phenomena in saute theories, or 

(6) keep a in the as" prescription and transform ehe other couplings (ia our 

casa a) to an Si* prescription also, and than do the rest o£ the «normalization 

analysis using the technique a£ Weinberg far crossing gauge theory thresholds. 

Va will use both techniques in this paper so as to get son* better impression o£ Che 

uncertainties inhérent to the analysis. In the case of method (a) ve «ill therefore 

need to transform from A__ to \QU using formula (2.1). There is a problem of 

principle in using method (a) in that one should use a running Q 2 dependent gauge 

parameter, and all Ross's ' calculations of the weak-electromagnetic and grand unified 

thresholds were calculated using the same (Feynmao) gauge. However, this is unlikely to 

have * significant numerical effect on the results, though if one uses the Feynman gauge in 

the neighbourhood of m , one should in fact use it neither for low energy QCD nor_ at the 

SD*(2) x 0(1) * tr(() threshold. Ve can estimate the effect of this error by computing the 

Q z variation in the corarianc jauge parameter Ç {Ç - 0 is the Landau gauge, Ç - ] in 

the Feynaan gauge) using the Leading order evolution equations 

'J H 1 - { 2"" 2 5 " <t ^ «*.<rt -f^r { f - 1? - f£ } tor SU») 

: } for SU(2> 

(2.7) 

Satting £ • I at tht grand unification mail a * 10 t s Ga9 ua Êind that at lov Q 2 

Taking representative values of a-(QJ * Zm*), o.i<Q2 * 4n„) we find 

£,<qJ = 2m*) s 0.73 for SD(3) 

Ç,(Qa * 4m£) > M l for SU(2) 

C.G. Ross and C.B. Llewellyn Smith - private communication. 



While they apparently used a diffarcne momentu» space renoraalization prescriptioa than 

Goldman and Ross , the work of Cclmastcr and Gonzalves may giva an idaa how Che 

variation in £ from 1 to 0.73 stay influença to* ratio between A v t f ) M and A—. 

From chair results we daduca 

JV^WCC, " 0.73) 

£ , t t , • I) - ! - 0 5 ( 2 - l 0 } 

This implies an alteration in scala which is much lass than many ochar uncertainties in -

the estimation of m , and we have not included tha factor (2.10) in our subsequent 

analysis. We neglect tba variation (2.9) in £ 2 » i n c « w * find it unlikely that the 

original threshold calculations of Jtoss would ba such affected by changing ? • ! to 

£ * l.ll. Any resulting error seems unlikely to be larger than that in (2-10), which is 

already somewhat derisory. 

2.2. The value of a 

e J i 

The value of a » r r ia the Thompson liait (o_4 - 137,04) is of course well-

established. When following aethod (a) of section 2.t the problem is to compute in terms 

of this definition of a the value at the symmetric renoraaliration point where contact 
can be aade with the gauge boson threshold analysis of Ross !2). 

oT><-J»J. -Aa*. -fca*) - «Ç< • 

vhara \ » 4 characterizes the affective position of the threshold in a step function 

approximation; va will see later that our results are relatively insensitive Co the exact 

v*lue of X. The arguments of a"1 in (2.11} are tba (off-shell) momenta of the two 

electrons and the photon» respectively. In this notation a_ - a(m*, a*, 0). When following 

aeehod (b) of section 2.1 the problem is Co coapuce tha finite différence between a ia to. 

âë* prascripcion and tha Thompson liait values: 

c&ftO-oj'.? (2-'2) 

Va will see Lacer chat it is advisable to atke tha shift fro» a momentum space renoraali-

zation schema to in as* prescription at a scala u considerably larger than the mass 

of the heaviest quark, aasuaed to be the C quark. Therefore u« will work with a in 

aoaancum space for tha time being. 

We will work to leading non-trivial order in a so chat tha usual rationalization 

group equation " \ 



*-'<**«»>.£•,„ 

In tais order Bo is deterïoined by the conventional vacuum polarization function ir(Q2): 

and haoce 

a"l<sij,sij,-qa) - «-*(•£,»;,<» - W ( - Q * ) - *( 0) '
 ( 2 * l 6 ) 

I Ï i s a natural t es ta t ion 3 ' ' » 2 9 ' » ' co use the free tension for* for ir(-q a), in 

• 5 L f ' d x x ( I - r i l n I l « { l - » > 2|1QJ 
"fusion. 1 J i L " t i 1 

•f'[*>»<$-4^'«£] 
However, this procedure is too naïve in cha case of quarks, for which strong interaction 

corrections to the free feraion loopa (2.17a) are important. Since va oust cross low 

values of Q 2. va should tafca into account all orders of QCD perturbation theory, and 

even non-?erturbaciva phenomena. Rather than insert soma fudgy values of the quark 

nasses into (2.17) in aa attaapt to estimate the integral» we prefer to rewrite it aa an 

integral over the total cross-section for e «~ -• y *• hadrons: 

0-'(B;.^.-Q') - «-(.J..J.O) . - | /" |1 - g . M.) c. 1 8.) 

.. . j(e e * t - hadrons) 

*<*> • im^jn 

tfe than evaluate the integral ia £2.19a) numerically co get the results shown in Tabla 3 

usin? the following assumptions: 

- The o is treated as a Breit-Wignar resonance with the parameters listed in Tabla 3. 

- Signer resonances (u, i, J/y, v \ T, •..) ara créacad in the narrow resonance 

Note that eha finite part in (2.17b) differs slightly from that quoted in the preprint 
version of Rcf. 29). 

J 



approximation, in which case their contributions to a - 1 are 

411 
- Motivated by ehe latest experimental results , va assume that R • 1 for 

- /t < 1.5 GeV, and that R = 2 to 2.5 for l.S GeV £ f* < 4 GeV. 

- We treat heavy quark thresholds as 8 functions in K(i). This is notivated by the 
form of the chars threshold and the expectation chat the naive formula 

•^?["=9 8 a( 3) -Vl - _ 1 h + _ 1 (2.20) 

'* not applicable to heavy quark* because it neglects strong interaction effects close to 
threshold which tend to fin in Che slow free fermion chresold rise exhibited by (2.20). 

R.(s) »R 3(s) [* 

«->•£-***&-£!• - \ / T ? 

The singularity in v itv (2.21a) exponantiatus la higher orders in perturbation theory, 
and if one suss all these leading singularities one obtain!. 

R (s) s 2* o. 

This formula is perhaps reliable when one is a few hundred MeV beyond threshold, above 
important non-perturbative resonance effect». Putting reasonable values of a into 
(2.22) on* finds thee even close co threshold 3 a(s) is essentially the ease as its 
asymptotic valu* for large s. 

L J 



On the basis of the results in Table 3 we conclude that 

-irm2 «t _«*i 

(2.23b) 

X<ul,al,-T.*& - a-I<mf,mf,0) - -10.21 t 0.47 

We quote the value (2.23) of a'1 at -^veral different values of A, » 1,4 and 7.8 
because they are each useful for calculating » x in different «normalization schemes. 
Working in momentum space, it will be convenient to replace the slov turn-on of the weak 
interaction effects on the evolution of a by assuming a 6-functicra threshold at 
Q 2 * Am2. The appropriate numerical value of X can in principle be deduced from the 

w '21 
threshold calculations of Ran" , Unfortunately, he does not give explicit formulae for 
the Q ! dependent 3-function for electromagnetinn in his paper, and his graph of it 
(his fig. 6") is apparently incorrect because ic has che wrong asymptotic liait far the 
3-functioa at Q 2 » or. From his graph one would have deduced \ • 7.8: we will take 
this and the naive value X • à as lioiting cases of where the appropriate replacement 
^-function threshold should be. The uncertainty engendered by varying X between -
and 7.8 is not substantial coepared with the other uncertainties we encounter. The 
value of ct"1 at \ - \ is convenient for use in the modified minimal subtraction 
scheme for calculating a which is discussed later. 

We may compara, e.g., Eq. (2.23a) with the result we would have obtained from 
naively using the free feraiou form for all quarks as well as Uptons: 

• • * 500 MtV 

* « • 
15 0.V 

for m • u 
*i • 

4 B«V 
6 HeV 

m * 125 S«v 
» • 15 GeV 

»« We may note in passing that che top pa.t of the vertical scale on bis fig. 9 seems to 
be mislabelled, but we do not use this graph in our analysis. 



«-1 {m* m2 

On the basis of (2.23) and (2.25) ve finally conclude that 

a - 1(-4mj, -4B£, -4O£) - 128.03 ± 0.47 (2.26a) 

a~l{-7.to?, -7.8B 2, -7.&V) - 127.43 S 0.47 (2.26b) 

For orientation purposes, note that an error of ± 0-5 in a~l(-4m2, -4mz, -4m2) corres

ponds to an error in m of the order of about 13 X. 

Computation of a using method (a) of section 2.2 can now proceed directly using 

(2,26) and a value for Ay™» In order to use method (b) ve must instead transform a 

co an ms prescription. Ve choose to do this ac a mooentun scale U obeying the 

conditions 

2a,. « u « 2a 

so as to be able co use the analysis given previously in this section, to take into account 

strongly interacting quark chresholds which are noc trivially accounted for in the mi* 
*•) 

prescription. One must then make the finite «normalization 

o*» -Ji2) - CCI (U> - 0-83 

Using (2.28) and the results of Table 3 we see that 

« £ < « - » „ > - ' 27.82 : 0.47 

*) P. 3înétruy and T. Schucker - Co be published in Ref. 39). 



which can then be used directly with A — taken from Tables 1 and 2 in an analysis of renor-

nalization in the as prescription using the analysis of Weinberg to deal with gauge 

thresholds. 

2.3. The evaluation of sïn 29 w 

tfe have already mentioned in the introduction that the present experimental determination 

of sin29 is insufficiently precise to compare with ct as an input parameter for deter

mining ta. Conversely, sin2Q is in principle quite well determined in a grand unified 

theory such at SU(5). The issue is however confused by the fact that present experiments 

•easura neutral currants at momentum transfers Q 2 « a*, the characteristic scale of 

SU(2) symmetry breaking. There are many different ways of defining sin29 by reference to 

different low energy phenomena which are equivalent to zeroth order, but differ by radiative 

corrections of order a. In quoting an SU(5) value for sin19 one should be careful to 

state one's definition, and experimental comparisons must in principle take into account the 

radiative corrections relevant Co the process measured, relative to the definition of sin*8 

for which a value is quoted. Not all of these radiative corrections have been calculated: 

in particular the electromagnetic radiative corrections should be calculated for each indi

vidual experiment, tt is not obvious that these corrections are negligible at the level of 

precisian which one is now seeking. For example, calculations by Sakakibara ' have revealed 

purely week radiative corrections to the left-handed couplings of u and i quarks - the 

quantities mast precisely determined by inclusive deep inelastic neutral current experiments -

which would reduce the value of *ia29 deduced from experiment by 0(0.01 to 0.02) compared 

to that obtained from the tree graph approximation conventionally used. With radiative cor

rections of this order of magnitude, it is not clear that there is a significant discrepancy 

between the SU(5) value of sin 8 recently quoted „,"). 

sin 28 w<m H) - 0.206 i 0.006 (2.30) 

where the definition is the ratio of the SU(2) coupling a, = ̂ - and the electromagnetic 

coupling a at a momentum transfer m : 

•«-*w!^ 

sin2S - 0.229 î 0.008 («xp.) i 0.006 l:h€or.}. 

• 0.238 t 0.011 



The difference between these two values may reflect the uncertainties induced by reasonable 

differences in assumptions made in theoretical analyses. 

Most of these analyses rest heavily on two classes o£ «^périment - the deep inelastic 

vH neutral current experiments* particularly that of the CDBS collaboration, and the SLAC 

experiment demonstrating parity violation in sD scattering . We have no comments about 

the vH experiments, except ta receil the necessity of making radiative corrections which 
47) 

«as acntioaed above. As far aa the SLAG experiment is concerned, we merely recall that if 

the results are interpreted with a two parameter fit of sin19 end the ratio 

(the values of sin 29 v quoced above were for the case 0 » I) then one finds 

»in29 - 0.293 * J-" 3 

- ° * 1 0 (2.35) 

0 - 1.74 ± 0.36 

The large and correlated errors on these parameters reflect a relatively poor determination 

of the y dependence of the parity violation effect due to the experiment's limited accep

tance in y. The precise value of sin19 usually quoted from this experiment 

•irS - u.224 t 0.020 (2.36) 

is obtained by fixing p • 1, the value favoured by theory and other experiments. The 

relatively imprecise results (2.32) indicate that despite the historic achievement of the 
47) 

SLAC experiment , there is still information to be gained from a second generation 

experiment which could make a significant contribution co the détermination of neutral current 

parameters. 

3. miCERTAISTIES El EXTHAPOLATIOW 

3.1. General remarks 

We now turn to the problem of extrapolating from the inputs discussed in the previous 

section up to the grand unification m . The extrapolation haa several aspects; threshold 

regions for Sff(3) * 0<l) * Sff<3) * SU(2) * U O ) or for S0(3) x Sïï(2> x 7(1) - SD(5), the 

"desert" region in between the grossly different scales of these two thresholds, and the pos

sible existence of any new physics (technicolour...?) in the "desert". We will discuss indi

vidually each of these «spec's. 

29) 39) 
The foraulae (1.2) and (1.3) suggest '* that s can be calculated by expanding 

t = ln(a1/u1) (where u is some low energy scale)* in Inverse powers of a starting with 



This is not in fact strictly valid, since there are also lna tanas. Tais can be seen by 

considering eh* known form for the evolution ox coupling coûtants «hen the 6 function is 

evaluated to 0(g s): 

• at + bint • c + (3.2) 

entailing that ectually 

t - £ + Slna + C + (3.3) 

The coefficients & for different strategies for calculating a are given in formulae (1.2) 

and (1.3): the neat of the calculation is nov the non-leading logarithas, i.e. (B, C) in 

formula (3.3). 

la considering this problem it is useful to consider the evolution of the or 1 where 

°i S 8|/4TT: i • t, 2» 3 for ff(l), SD(2) and Stl(3) respectively. To two-loop order 

(8 s) the equations of evolution are '* '* 

"dt ' ïir i ï l -TïZW C3-6a) 

' -5*1 8* • (22 - 4&B)/3, &\ * (33 - 4N )/3 

f 0 O 0 s» fl9/\$ 
Si-* - I 0 -136/3 0 1+ N I 1/5 

I 0 0 -102 I I 11/30 

3/5 

49/3 

3/2 

44/15 

76/3 
*J 

«here H is the number of faraion generations Qf > 3 became of (u d a v ), (c s u u„) • 
8 - 8 e u 

(t b T v )J. The expressions (3.4b) and (3.4c) axe valid in all renoroalization schemes in 

desert region* away from any thresholds. In the neighbourhood of a threshold Q the coef

ficient* 8* and B,* depend on (Qz/(£) in the aoacntuti space subtraction scheme which 
22) 18) 29) 

has previously been used by Rosa and by Goldman and %osa * , whoa we follow here. 

In the "desert" regions between thresholds we will use the solutions to the Invest order 

renoraslizatioa group equations, a. « IB&JX?* o a C n* tiftbt-hand-side o f (3.4a). The 

differences between these foras and the exact ones are of 3 loop order, which is below 

the level of precision which we seek in this paper. 
3.3. Came threshold regions 

The difference between the threshold and asymptotic values of the coefficients 8* and 

3( J vanish as powers of Q 2/<£ above threshold, i.e. as exponentials in 

|t c h| = |ln(Q
!/<tf)| : sJ(asy«ptotic) - sj(tbreshold) « e~'

E«h' , [^ (3.5) 
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This means that including threshold effects Bakes a finite 0(otB) difference between the 

coupling constants evaluated in the "desert" region below threshold with and without in

cluding threshold effects in the 6 coefficients: 

aT* (desert) | „ y t t p t o t i c 3 - ̂ ««t») | flMhold 3 

" hfdt fSo(*«yBptotic) - sj(thr*shold)] + ̂ ydtlflj-kasyapcotic) - S; j (threshold^ + 0(a 2) 

(3.6) 

where the convergence of en* t integrals is guaranteed by the *"' ch' factors (3.5). 

It is clear from (3.3) that an 0(a*> change in a? 1 corresponds to a finite change in 

the coefficient C. . 

How far does one have to go in computing threshold effects in a momentum space renorroa-

lizacion scheme? Ic is clear from (3.6) that if one worries about the 0(ct.) terms on the 

right hand side of (3.6) one is getting involved with 0(a + 1) tenu on the right-hand side 

of (3.3), vh£ch are smaller Chan our present concerns. 

Another point has recently been sad* J, namely that when using a momentum space «norma

lisation scheme one should take into account tha additional forms of invariant coupling which 

csn occur in massive theories, such as arbitrary quadrupole aoments of massive vectors denoted 

by ic. these moments muse approach unity in the asymptotic region above a vector threshold, 

because Che gauge theory is renormalizabl* in the ultraviolet region. Below the threshold 

they ara irrelevant because th* massive vector effsctively decouples. They are therefore 

relevsnc only to the threshold corrections, i.e. to Che cens 3 in equation (3.1). Because 

K • I in th* s y — m y limit, it fallows that K - I - 0(a) is finite in perturbation theory 

for the broken symmetry. Since Chase couplings will enter in vector loop contributions to 

vector propagators, the only logarithms proportional to (JC - I) that can develop are 

ln(m*/u2}, but sine* U 3 = m* in tha region where they are relevant, there can be no loga

rithm large enough to compensât* the factor a. Hence they can only make 0(a) corrections 

to B, and are chus of Che generic order of cens that we are neglecting. 

Gauge threshold effects in the mT prescription can easily be taken into account at the 
39) required level of accuracy using the formula of Weinberg ': 

Si(10 - S <tt> + j g £ | tr[t|s P lata/u)] • 8 Tr[tf F ln(^n f/ U)] - 21 T r j ^ U n ^ / u ) - ^-î]} 

(3.7) 

The sewing of th* symbols in (3.7) is as follows: t i g, t.f and c.^ arc the represen

tation matrices of tha heavy particles of massas m-, a_ and m_ for the subgroups L of 

the unified high energy group, while ? projects out chc GnIdston* scalar modes "eaten" by 

the massive vector bosons, the couplings g(u) and ĝ fti) ere respectively the coupling 

L J 



constant of the unified theory ecd tfca coupling constant associated with the subgroup i 

after the missive S, F and V degrees of freedom are integrated out. It is trivially 

setn from (3.7} that £a the SS" prescription one riy take account of an (f +• Dfcb 

new fermion threshold m- by demanding that the coupling constant for f flavours and 

that for (£ + I) flavours join on continuously at 

U - ^kp (3.8) 

as already used in section ' t to construct Table 2. Correspondingly, we see from (3.7) 
chet for a vector threshold the continuity of the Si" coupling; constants occurs at 

u - t'UZ\ (3.9) 

which differs by 5S from the naïve prescription U - m_ used in the first paper of 

Bialtruy and Schuelcer. We should note in passing that the numerical ratios (3.8) and (3.9) 

are subject to uncertainties of 0(o>.) due to higher order effects. This uncertainty clearly 

lives an O'Of) uncertainty to the estinate of t_ via equation (3.1)» and so is unimportant 

at our present level of approximation. 

3.3. Effect of a nev generation threshold 

It is well-known that in leading order the estimation of m is independent of the number 

of générations of fendons. This is because in a grand unified theory the contributions of a 

generation » the leading ordar S functions 3* in (3.4«) have Che same contributions 

<- 4/3) from each generation as can be seen fro» squation (3.4b). Therefore when one com

putes • from [çÇ'fQ8) - aJ l(Q 2}] as ia equation (1.2), the fermions cancel out and the 

rate of approach of the couplings dspenda only on the difference ia the "sis*s" c-f the groupa 

as aeasured by Che vector boson contributions to the S in (3.4b). 

It is however clear from the forms of the higher order Q \ 2 in (3.4c) that this inde

pendence from S «ill not persist when on* goes beyond leading order in computing m . To 

estimate this sensitivity to H we assume that values of a ](Q
3) and ctt(q

3)'' for some Q 

just above the 50(3) * 0(1) * 5&(3) * SU(2) x u(l> threshold region ara fixi-i by law energy 

phenomenology with 3 generations, and that a mass-degenerate generation of fermions is then 

found. tfe compute its sffect on the length of the "desert" by observing that the difference 

between a^Ol 3) ami aj'lQ 2) it fixed «t «ieber «ad (Q* and Q*) of Che desert - at the 

upper end Q* by the integral over the SU(3) x SU(2) x 0(1) •* SU(5) threshold region of 

the appropriate mass-dtpsodent lowest order functions B as discussed in section 3,2. We 

therefore want the quantity 

pV"d«I>) " p«fT"37iqfyj 
to be unchanged by the addition of an extra generation The invariance of the quantity 

(3.10) before and after the addition of a fermion generation it easily seen from squstiun 

(3.4) to require: 



_l 

&«.-.> •TàT/!* *[(•«..-!l£-*>-.^-,-âl«.*i-.'] 
* co (3.11) 

where t 3 LaQ 2/u z for some acala y* The difference between c* and t. ia che change 

in the langth of tha "desart" raquirad ta compensées far tha aav 611 tarma on the right-

band-sid« of (3.11), and we have written a,' on th« right-hand-side to emphasize that tha 

evolution of cha coupling constants changes wich cha number of generations. It ia apparue 

fro» cha fora of (3.11) chat eh* dominant contributions coat from the intégrais aver a,. 

He eherefcra approximate it by 

fe «<*«? - 78* [ft; « •; -J!; * -.] • TO* ̂  [£; • 
vhara we have now specialized Co cha casa a * 3, fiN » 1 advertized earlier. Identifying 

Q* with cha scale of eh* new heavy génération, we observe chat it is convenient to redefine 

the scale of the logarithm of 

continuous se Q* ; 

Q* in Che expression for a' so that (cf. (2.6)) 

«.«*> " m * «;«!> '&••''-' ™'>*' « \ - f K »-'3> 

Equation. (3.12) can Chen be written in the fon 

f la <Qj/q;*> - f t I. CyV -jftln <Cl/c8) C3.14) 

where ct = lnQ*/Û
2. Putting in reasonable values of the enda (C » C ) of the "daaart" 

before adding a new generation, we compute from (3.14> Chat 

L 

ln(Q;/Q|*> - -1.2 (3.15) 

from which we deduce that the estimate of a» increases by a factor of I.a if a fourth 

generation is added. This corresponds via equation (1.1) to an increase in che proton 

lifetime by a factor off 0(12). This order of magnitude increase is to be expected for each 

extra generation beyond 3: clearly not many can be tolerated if one wants the proton life

time to stay observably shore. This dramatic increase in T was not noted previously 

because of arguments restricting che number of generation co 3 or at the most 4 (limits 

on the Helium generated in tb* Big Baug , cha successful calculation of m, in cema cf 

a 'i 6'»''). However, neither of these arguments may apply to the eechnicoiour models 

recently proposed, in which there is a proliferation of fermion generations beyond 3 

24) 

J 



(these models do not contain extra massless neutrinos which ara disfavoured 

lacions of Helium generation, and they invalidate the previous basis for calculating 

I' is perhaps worth noting that there is a simple way to understand this increase of 

0(2) in tha estimation of n_ due to the addition o£ a faraion gsneration. Va recall 

that in the analysis o£ Goldman and Hois , tha deduced value of m decreased by a factor 

of 4 when 2 loop effects in the S function ware included, while the value of A was 

not changed. Looking at equation (3.4t. Ke sc* that the acsc important 2 loop terms -

eho«* proportional to a. in (3.4b) - approximately cancel is (8?1 - 6?') if N - 5. 
181 * 

Thus we sight expect that eha Goldman-Boss factor of 4 would be completely undone by 
adding 2 A r ...ations, and by -fk - I it just one génération is added, as ve have found. 

We will return later to uncertainties in the estimation of a in the presence of eaehni-

colour, but first let us comment on ta« modification to the result (3.15) which is to be 

expected if thr pattern of^heavy faraion masses is more similar to chat of lighter generations.* 

»„ - 0, m,_ - 0(40) CeV, a. - 0(2)a,_. i - 0<3)m, (3.16) 
V f c * % Oi. A,, U„ d h 

In. tbis case the effect on the value of o__CO i« essentially within the errors quoted 

in section 2.2, and the order of magnitude of Che dominant effect can probably be estimaced 

by assuming that there is a range of a factor of 0(10) in Q 2 during which the fenniou 

contributions to 8* and 3' fail to cancel. Specifically, we night expect chat between 

ch* d and u thresholds the fourth generation contributions to a 2 and S J would be 
* » » O O 

Û3J - - £ , &È\ ---| (3.17) 

rasuleiag in an additional contribution ~ T$5 laJO to the right-hand-side of equation (3.11), 

and hence • T- InIO eo the left-hand-side of aquation (3.14), This is somewhat smaller than 

the ln(Q*/Q|2) tara in (3.14), and so does not affect the qualitative conclusion of an 

ordar of aagnicude increase in the proton lifetime if a fourth generation exists, tfe should 

perhaps add in passing that there is an additional effect of increasing the number of gene

rations, this time in the estimation of the coefficient C of equation (1.1). This comes 

from an increase in the grand unified coupling constant a

G n H - However, this change is 

negligible by comparison with Che change induced by the effect of an extra feraion genera

tion an the vai-e of a . 

3.4. Effect of a tschnicolour threshold 

is recently become trendy '"* ' to ri 

SalJO aodel by dynamical syaostry breaking dsrived from a aav "ultra-strong" unbroken non-

Abalian jaug* iotsriction which baccaes 0(1) end generates a vacuum expectation value for 

a fermion-antiferaioti condensate <o(ff|o> j* 0 on a scale near I TeV. These models all 

introduce several new generations H_ of fermions - 4 in the case of SU(4) technicolour • 

and possibly other structures. In this paper we make the simplifying assumptions chat at 

energies below the scale of SU(5) unification the technicolaur group connûtes with SU(5) 



and that the SU(5) representation content is 

<Sya * 3) <T + _ip_) + (any number of ]) (3.18) 

This is what can happen ia salve extended teehuicolour models is which each tachaigeneration 
contains a right-handed neutral leptou field in addition to the usual IS fermian helieicy 
states conventionally assigned to a reducible T + J£ representation of SU(5). No pheno-
menologically aatiafactory model of this type exists*" but ve may hope that it miaica appro
priately the physics of a physical tachnicolour scheme, if that is the way of the world. 

In this minimal scenario two phenomena occur whose effects we should try to estimate. 
One is that in a mass region around I TeV the technicolour interactions become strong, 
creating resonances and other as yet (incalculable phenomena. The other is that at energies 
below 0(1) TeV, the spectrum cf eecboiparticles consists of pseudo-GoIdstone bosons (FGBs) 
with masses 0(lo to 300) G«V. He can only give an order of magnitude estimate for the 
first of these effects* whereas the second can be estimated reasonably accurately. 

We suppose that there is a region of a factor of 10 in Q 2 during which cechnicolour 
interactions are strong. In this region it ia reasonable to expect that the fenaion pt.rts 
of the 6 are modified by 0(1) relative to their naive "point-like" values computed 
from simple feraaon loops, i.e. there is an uncertainty in the (- ̂ r-yj) earns in the 
3 (3.4a) of order 1Q0S. Integrating the evolution equations (3.4a) over this threshold 
region t • to c end discarding the higher order 8*3 terms, we have 

iMtf-Oi-rffr^ww 
as the change i s the calculated difference between a and a . Since, ea argued in 

section 3.3, the quantity (3.10) muse remain unchanged denoits Che introduction of techni

colour, we muse compensate for (3.19) by a corresponding change in the integral of the 

right-hanJ-*ida of (3.4a) which ve approximate by considering the D£ terms .ilone and 

altering the value of t t 

T a k i n s cmax " c adn - l n ' ° "* f l o d t n " 

\tt - t | | - (0.84)NT < (3.21) 

and that the uncertainty in a, £s therefore a factor of (1.3)"*ig. This uncertainty 
factor is multiplicative with the factor of 0(2) increase per generation previously 
found In saccion 3.3. te ia also multiplicative with an increase of a factor of 2 in 
m caused b> the disappearance of the doublet of fundamental Higgs fields previously 
included (1.2, 1.3) in the ranormaliration group calculations. The overall increase in 



a dua co technicolour ia therefore a factor of (4 to 10) if chare ara just two 

teehnicoLour feneration!. This indicates Chat even a relatively innocuous-seeming admixture 

of tecboicolour could increase m sufficiently for proton decay to be (inobservable. 

However, Che eetimated uncertainty (3.19) to (3.21) nay be too pessimistic. This ia 

because ordinary SU(3) colour as wall as weak SU(2) is a relatively weak interaction on 

a scale of I TeV, and bence coloured and uncoloured states say be approximacely degenerate 

in meaa, ao that while tbair contributions to the individual 3. are wildy fluctuating and 

.acaleulable, the difference (6* - 6^) may be relatively stable near 0. This phenocenon 

is exemplified by the low energy PGSe of technicolour. It is easy to check that the contri

butions of the multiplets in Tables la and lb of Kef. 24} make equal contributions co S* 

and 6'. However» rj« FGB suitiplets are not all degenerate, and between Q n 400 GeV and 

600 GeV 

6 . l r a . -~
4'3- 6.lreB. " z <3-22> 

iùis difference between $? end 8* over a range of t - In 9/4 baa the effect of 

decreasing the beat value of m* by TX which is such 'mailer than Cie effect of (3.21). 

Pigher-lyiog aulciplets might make a nailer change in or because the; are presumably 

more degenerate (om/s smaller) than, the PGBs. However, they might all tend to have the 

sane sign reducing ta , since coloured states are presumably always heavier than unco-

loured states, and most (all?) contributions to g' and 8* would be negative. 

Despite this relatively optimistic afterthought, it see» that a considerable uncer

tainty (3.21) and probably net increase (3.15) in m is likely to arise from technicolour 

if it exists. 

3.3. Hither order effects 

In previous sections we stationed several effects of higher order which would correspond 

to the dots of order 0(O*l(lno)n) in the forauli. (3.3). Since the calculation of 

0(a°(lna)o>t) tens» in (3.3) has reduced ln(m*/i£) by 0(10)Z, we sight expect that the 

higher order taras could affect ln(a£/s£) by 0(10}* of 0(10)1, i.e. by 0(l)î. This 

corresponds so j possible modification of m» by a factor of (t.S)- 1. 

Va h..re examined explicitly one possible higher orCnr effect in the desert between the 

two gauge thresholds. In calculating with equation (3.4) vs have followed Goldman and 

Ross in putting the lowest order a, on the right-hand-side when computing the evolution 

of the "true" or 1. This differs from the consistent 2 loop solution of (3.4) only in 

higher order (3 loops). As an excercise, we have calculated the change in tax obtained if 

one puts the £ loop formula 

« fni\ - 12T f, l 0 2 " 3~ g lalnQ'M* 1 ., „. 
aiC(*'> ' (33 - 2f>lnQ*M* [̂  - (1, . 2 f ? » t ® M * J C 3" 2 3 ) 

on the right-hand-side of equation (3.4). We found that it reduced m by only a few S. 

L J 



Another handle on the higher order effect* coaes from the remark of Goldman and Xoss 2 9' 

that the factor of 3.6 between A ^ and A — could aaaily be a factor of 3 if the 

higher order affecta in the coupling constant arc created in a different way. This would 

correspond to an uncertainty of a factor of (1.2) £ l in estimating • . We therefore feel 

that an estimated error of a factor of (1.5) ± in o from higher order effects is reaso

nable and conservative. 

4. DKCERTAgfTIES AT THE GRAND PMIFICATIOH HISS 

He are finally approaching the end of our long march to grand unification, and muse now 

discuss uncertainties in the neighbourhood of the grand unification mass itself. We divide 

these into three categories - the SO(3) * SU(2) * U(l) * SU(5) (?) gauge threshold transi

tion , th« possibility of "Cabibbo-rocating" away proton decay ' ' * ' * ' , and a specula

tion chat since it is suca a short distance process» proton decay sight be the place to see 

a breakdown of Lorcntz or Poincare invariance if it ever occurs. 

4.1. The irand unification threshold 

The effects of the grand unification threshold have bean calculated in a momentum space 

renormalizatian schema by Rosa , in a paper where the «*/Q* effects are retained. We 

can imagine two modifications to the assumptions used in his calculation. One concerns the 

9iggs sector» which has recently been studied in a momentum space prescription by Caok, 
25) 

Mahancbappa and Sber , and the other concerns the fa-micn sector. As for the Higgs, it 

251 

vas found that putting a 45_ of Biggs into the SU(5) model introduces additional par

ticles with superheavy masses > am which may affect the «normalisation group equat-'ô .s 

sear s in such a way aa to altar ay by a factor of 2.8 » 3. As far as possible super

heavy feraions are concerned, is is difficult to quantify a possible effect because there is 

no clearly preferred model with a specified representation content (see however Sef. 21)). 

A possible order of magnitude estimate might be to assume a similar uncertainty to chat 

postulated earlier for technicolour (3.20), namely that over a decade in q : there is an 

uncertainty equivalent to a complete generation, of conventional T + _U£ fermions causing a 

mismatch between the a 1 and 3*. In this case the uncertainty would be a factor of 1.5 
o o ' 

in my. but this number could clearly be considerably larger. In the mT prescription 

there is a neat way to calculate the uncertainties in m x using aquation (3.7) due to 

Weinberg . Let us suppose chat extrapolation of the low energy coupling constants 

g.(u) and g.(u) for cvo subgroups of SHC5) yields equality at a scale U Q : 

writing «qtuciao. (3.7) ia ch« fan 

jjCu: - »<u) * •''${£,' t* t(ia V J " Ï T ' * b t l n<"^"r'i" • e i l a < V } } 

<4.2) 
wt f t . chac «qu4t£o& (4.1) i sp l i . s 

Uj - a.XIa « , /u o - j f ) » (»j - b j>ln(« l&rA<<|) • ( c t - c^Iotaj/u,,} - 0 
(4.3) 
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which can bt used to deteraine a • n_ in taras of u . If ant neglects heavy fermions 
and scalar particles one just recovers tha trivial result (3.9). To estimate the uncertainty 
in this ve consider varying Che nasses a_ and su in different SD(3) x 511(2) * U(l) 
representations R of decomposed SU(5) auT ci ''lets go as to maximize Che last two terms in 
(4.3), while keeping «_ and o. equal to u within an order of magnitude or so. Since 
the a. are fixed (va know which SU(5) bosons ara heavy) we can then calculate the maximal 
uncertainty 

In an obvious suffix Dotation for tha b, and c.. As an exemple we may consider the spe
cial case of tha J • 5. of Rigf* in the minimal S0(5) model which has the 50(3) * SU(2) 
décomposition 

5 , * X* (3,1) • (3,1) • 2(1,2) (4.5) 

Tha (1,2) Higgs aca of coursa Cha conventional lov energy Ueînberg-Sala* Biggs doublet. The 
uncertainty in In "y/U- than arises from varying cha masses of tha (3*1) + (3,1) scalars 
for which 

c - 1 , c 2 • 0 (4.o) 

Using equation (4.4) v« than have 

Mln«_/u ) - I Z | ( e , - c,) | In 10 

. ^ (4.7) 
• k l a t 0 

to clue ch< «cror is *x is • ficeor of 10="'" : (I.I)- 1. tf« c m sxttsd thia to she 
2» of Higf» in sisiasl SB(5) . foe «hick est ustatts » s srs 

2* - <«.l) • (1.3) • (1,1) (4.8) 

which hav, rttptctivaly (c. - J . 0 . 0 
(4.5) 

c, - 0 . 2 , 0 

Is ehis can chars is a cascrictios oa eba Higgs aaasaa firoa tht soft gesaraL fora of Higgs 
potsseisL is cbo nodal: 

"(S.I) 20*0.3) (4.10) 
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which Mens that the maximal uncertainty (4.4) cannot be attained* and the best one can do 

ia 

Mia n y ^ ) - ̂ T O - 2) la 10 - -jf In 10 (4.;i) 

the same uncertiinty as that die to the 5_ + ![ &iggses. Two other more dramatic cases are 

shown in Tables 4 and S. In the case of the 45_ +• ̂ j[ of Higgs, we have l%£-, out the 2 

light (1,2) of fields, and recall that the (3,1} and (3,1) in the 45_ are not self-

conjugate and so nay have different ujtti. If ue ignored possible restrictions on the 

ratios of usees analogous to (4.10) and used fro*. Table 4 the fact that 

E ICc, - O - | - 21 (4.12) 

we would daduea from (4.4) *n order of aegnitude uncertainty in m„. This however is pro

bably aa overestimate, precisely because of correlations analogous to (4.10), and we 

believe the real uncertainty is closer to the factor of 3 quoted earlier in the momentum 

space prescription. Aa for the 5_ * £ of fanions, their SU(3) * SU(2) decompositions 

can get arbitrary mass ratios from a combination of a 24 of Biggs and an SO(5) invariant 

mass term, so we believe that the maxiaua allowed by (4.4) can be attained. We read off 

from Table S that 

2 !(b, -b^) | - 9 (4.13) 

so that we get an uncertainty of a factor of about 10 9' 2 1 - 3 for each such set of fermions, 

of which there are three in a minimal E(6) model . Ve conclude that the estimation of 

a is surprisingly sensitive to the existence of (inobservable massive particles with 

masses close CO a , 

4.2. The grand, unified mixing angles 

In a racsnt paper ' it waa demonstrated explicitly that in an SU(5) model with a 

single £ of Biggs the grand unified airing ancles wars very closely related to those for 

conventional weak interactions (with extra phases not discussed in lef. 50)), so chac proton 

decay could not be "Cabibbo-rotated" away in this siaple modal. In this subsection va 

extend this argument to versions of 5UC5) with aora complicated Higge contents. The repre

sentations which can give rise to masses for the conventional generations of fermions ara 

5_ and 45. A 5_ gives rise to a symmetric suss matrix for the charge 2/3 quarks, an 

important property shared by Higgs-feraion couplings in other GUTs based on the groups 

30(107 and B(6), while a £5 gives them an antisyametric mass matrix. He now analyze 

in turn the situations with different combinations of 5_ and 4£ representations. 

Simla 3. H: This was the casa studied in Ref. 27). The fi f j 0 E coupling taatrix 

£{• t£. j generation indices) can be diagonalizad in generation space* revealing that for 

caarge - 4- quark and charge - 1 tepton maaa «igeostatss 

« i . - a . , i - Î-..ÎT (4.14) 
- 3 * !i * 

L J 



The symmetric f.- f H coupling aatrix h.- can then be diagonalized by a unitary œatrix 

0 (the conventional Kobayashi-Haskawa ~' tutrix) with (!) - I) independent phases along 

Che diagonal which aze observable at high energies but not in conventional low energy weak 

interactions. In leading order, these phases do not alter the rates for different baryon-

number violating processes, which are therefore given by the familiar Cahibbo angles, as 
L\ \h\ te} 

conventionally assumed * . 

Several 5_'s H K: The situation hete is very analogous. We now have a three-index 

fi f^, H coupling marix ff. and a three-index f}- t\ H coupling hf.. The pattern 

of spontaneous symmetry betaking must be such that the vacuum expectation values of Che 

H are all in the same (fifth) direction: 

<0|Hjo> - (0;o,0,0,va> (4.15) 

The asse eigenstatea are then determined by the matrices 

which may be diagonalized in exactly the saw way as the f.. and h.. of the single H 

case, obtaining again the mass relations (4.14). The gauge vector boson couplings are then 
52) 

described by the same Ko&ayashi-Maskaw* matrix and (S_ - I) additional phases as 

before, and proton decay still cannot be rotated away. The only difference from the pre

vious case is that there the interactions mediated by Higgs bosons are also determined by 

the same "Cabibbo-snglcs", whereas this is no langtr the case with several 5js. However, 

it is generally prasuaed that Higgs exchanges are not Che doainant mechanise for proton 

W . 
One or more àl's JCa: In this case the f_ f j Q J£ a coupling matrix J"f. contracted 

with the vector of vacuum expectation values <o| JC |o> • 17 : 

can be diagonalizid in the same way as for the casa of several 5/s. However, the resulting 

mass relations are of course 

• l t « i s , (i - 1....S ) (4.18) 
" 3 J i S 

instead of (4.14). in order for the relations (4.18) to be compatible with the observed 

mass ratio of Che b quark and T lspton, it is necessary Co put 5 or 6 fermion pne-
54) 

rations into the SU(S) model . This raises problems of eooptatibility with the cosmolo

st» Kef. 4). in order for Higgs exchange contributions to be comparable to vector boson 

exchsnges, the Higgs would have to be as light *§ IQ 1 S or ( 0 n GeV (Ellis, Gaillard and 

Sanopoulos, Ref, 3)), which is presumably unlikely to occur with a realistic Higgs poten

tial for SU(5) when radiative corrections are taken into account - see Ref. 53) and 

references therein. 



gical restriction on the number of associated "massless" neutrinos 
,48) 

Setting these aside, 

ve have seen earlier that having so many generations would increase m by 0(4 to 8 ) , while 
25) 

a further Increase in o night be occasioned by the physical superheavy Higgs bosons 

However, there is a clear objection to having only 45_'s or Higgs: it trauld give an anti-

syouecrie mass matrix for the charge 2/3 quark», which is phenooenologics.lly unacceptable. 

Far example, in the case of three generations it would predict 

m - 0 , m • m (4.19) 

which is experimentally not quite correct! 

Combination of 5's and 45's: We can distinguish two subcases of this most general 

case. One is if the J £ - \Q tus s matrix &.- = 3S?. <Xf- due to 4S_ Higgs representa

tions is comparable in magnitude to that generated by £ Higgs representations. In this 

case the charge 2/3 quark mass matrix is not symmetric , the analysis of Ref. 27) does 

not go through, and the grand unified mixing angles need bear no relation to the Kobayashi-
52) 

Haskaw* matrix. Proton decay could be rotated away. On the other hand, one can argue 

that : 

Phénomène-logically, if there are no more than 3 generations, the relation (4.14) seems 

to hold for the third generation b and x' masses. This means that we can chooae a basis 

in generation space such that the mass matrices for the charge - 1/3 quarks and charge 

- 1 lepcons take the form 

A -t-.-t 

C +e 
0 

A - IJt B - 3 3 

B 

0 

3 3 . C 

0 

3e 

N 

with the 4£'a making no significant contribution to the b and ~ masses. We can then 

diagonalize the matrices (4.20) to obtain mass eigenvalues 

\J(* + c)2 *4(b2 - ac) 

in an obvious natation. Phenonenologieally, we know that both for charge - 1/3 quarks 

and charge - I leptons one mass eigenvalue is much larger than the other. We may there

fore approximate (4.21) by 

b* - ; 
(4.22) 

with the requirements 

4(b 2 - ac) « (a + c ) 2 

We now make the reasonable (?) assumptions that 

|A +A| « |C +C| • |A - 3„-r| « |C - TQ\ (4.24) 

L 
We reminder the read«r that in GUTa based an groups bigger than StT(S), such as 
S0(10) or E(6), the charge 2/3 quark mass matrix is also symmetric, so that the 
argument of Ref. 27) remains valid. 

J 



in which case «a can make small angle approximations for the angles of rotation between the 
basis used for the original M . ,, and H_. matrices (4.20), and the Lssis of eigenvectors 
with eigenvalues (4,22): 

a _ B +& a _ 3 - 3 3 
-1/3 (A - 3ik) (4.25) 

diagooalizatian of the charge - 2/3 mass matrix analogous to that discussed in previous 
cases. It may therefore be reasonable (?) to expect that 

6-l/3 ' 0 ( 3 c ) C 4 , 2 6 ; 

in which c-se it may also be reasonable (?) to expect that 

-I •0(9) (4.27) 

in which case the grand unified mixing angles 0_. --, - 0, relevant to proton decay would 
all be of order 9 , and ehe usual estimates of proton decay rates would go through. 

This arguaient may scam rather weak and full of wishful thinking, but its general prin-
e5) ciples can be illustrated by a specific example of phcnomenological interest' . It has 

been suggested that in order to cure the bad prediction 

deducible from (4.14), and to get a batter (?) absolute value for a , one should impose 
discrete symmetries on the Biggs couplings in such a way as to get mass matrices of the form 

M i_ -J B e o 
3 1 n 0 D . 

B -3C 0 | (4.29) 
0 0 0 

which is an example of the general form (4.20). In this case 

and if the presumption (4.26) is valid, then 

6 . - 6 J_ - 0(-l9) (4.30 
1 3 J c 

and the grand unified mixing angles are indeed sufficiently small that the proton decay rate 
remain* essentially unaffected. 

As a final remark on Cabibbo-roeating away proton decay, we just repeat an observation 
•ad* in Kef. 56). If one wants to cure the bad mass relation (4.28) it is only necessary to 
introduce into eh* mass matrices small terms of 0(10 HeV) which do not obey the usual 



Clebseh-Cordsn relation* (4.14) for 5/s of Higgs fields. If we first diagonalize the 5 

contributions to the mess matrices along the lines discussed in Ref. 27) and earlier in chis 

section, and Chen make a final rotation to diagonalize the remaining 0(10) MeV tenus in 

the mass matrix, then the angles of this final rotation will be 

Once again, proton decay cannot be rotated dway in such a scheme. However, the suggestions 

of «sail deviations (4.26, 4.27, 4.31, ',.32) froa Cabibbo-aixing in baryon-number violating 

processes arc sufficiently interesting to warrant detailed experimental studies of "Cabibbo-

suppressed" proton decays, should this ever be feasible. 

4.3. Lorentz or Poincari non-invariance? 

So far in this paper we have been rigidly uniaaginative, and it seems appropriate at 

this point to Bake one or two speculations. Proton decay is a process which originates at 

a distança scale X • 0(1/a ) * 0(I0~2') ca which is many orders of magnitude shorter than 

any scale that we can probe in any other foreseeable experiment. It ia therefore a natural 

place to look for novel effects that are unobservabla at longer distances. One such possi

bility is Lorentz invariance breakdown, which Nielsen and Ninoaiya have conjectured may 

break down at very short diatances . Could a breakdown o£ Lorentz invariance be observable 

in proton decay? 

To orient cur ideas, lee us first consider the model of Nielsen and Siooaiya They 

assume the existence of a 4 component non-Abelian gauge field, and assume Chat its inter

actions are gauge invariant and ranoraalizable, but not necessarily Lorentz invariant. The 

gauge boson interactions then take the form 

' • - 1 ^ " ^ ^ M - 3 3 > 

where n y v is not in general of the Lorencz-invariauc fora 

The deviation froa internal Lorencz-invarianc* of the Tang-Hills field can be characterized 

by a <5n which - since we are dealing with a renormalizable theory - varies logarithmically 

with the energy scale. The saae authors also introduce a quantity 5Q which measures 

the approach of tha metric tensor of a feraion to that of the Tang-Mills field. Using 

the natation 

C.CC> : 0,(0)0"» - l ' e i f b c i 

T<R) : T(R)«" - TrCcr* a") 

uaicseioa via H. Milieu). This possibility requires Che ineroduccian of e dimen
sional coupling constant, which ve disfavour in |encrel33>. 



in tirai of the structura constants f* c for a group G and matrices a* for a fermion 

representation p., they find the results 

7 Cj(G) * 4 E T(R) 
» 

«n(Q) = (1. Q » W C*(SJ'" 4 | T ( E ) (4.36.) 

8 C 2(G) + 4 £ T(8) 

«9CO = a«QVW^ t = >- 4J T«> (4.36b) 

where u is SOB* unknown, scale. 

ifialsan and Siaomiya estimate that the unobservably short separation in arrival 

tiaMS of differently polarized phataos from pulsars imply that 6n < 10" 1 3 for 0(1) cm. 

This presumably reflects toe values of on for both the SO(2) and 0(1) subgroups of 

the tfeinberg-Salaa modal on a scale Q i> 100 GeV. Presumably on for SO(3) colour is 

alao quite small on a scale of (I to 100) GeV. For these groups 

C S(Q(D) - 0 , C4(SU(2)) - 2 , C2(SU(3)) - 3 (4.37) 

while in a grand unified theory such as SU{5) 

E T(3) - S (4.33) 
X « 

taking the coefficients (4.37, 4.34) and substituting them into tba evolution formulae 

(4.36) it is «vident that we cannot choose H so as to stake small simultaneously more than 

on* of the denominators [ltC;(G)- 4 Z T(2)] for G - 0(1). SO(2) and SU(3). This means 

that within this framework the goodness of Loranez invariance at low energies is sufficient 

co guarantee that Lorentx invariance is also good at scalaa \ t0 l s GeV (10**2' cm). Thus 

proton deeays should be Lorentz-invariant within this approach. 

Above the grand unification mass one only has one group C - 50(5) (?) to content with, 

and it is in principle possible to add superheavy fermions to the theory so that 

QlCj(SU(5)) - 4 Ï TOO"] = 0 and Lorentz-inrariance gets broken appreciably at mass-scales 

abovs the grand unification mass (the Planck mass?), but this would seem to be rather for

tuitous . One could however imagine other ways of violating Lorentz invariance which would 

be easier to detect. For example, Lorcncz violation by nan-renormalizabl* interactions 

would increase aa a power of the momentum scale Q. It may therefore not be entirely a 

waste of time to look for a violation of Lorentz-invariance in proton decay, though this is 

clearly uildy speculative. How would one look for such an effect? One possibility that 

comes to mind is to look for proton decay final states which do not have spia i/2 

spin 3/2 for example. 

•) Note however chat, amusingly enough,, the 3-function in the E$ model of Ref. SI) is 
almost zero above the grand unification mass, so that this possibility can be realized 
in chat model. 



While we arc considering the violation of everything else, why not the rest of Poincaré 

invariance» namely translation invariance in space and time? This could arise fro» a granu

larity of space-time on some diacaaca scale between the I0~l* cm so far probed and Che 

JO" 1 1 cm distance of propagation of an X boson. It would have the signatures of momentum 

and/or energy non-conservation. Perhaps «hen a proton decays its decay products will turn 

out to have a nee aon-zaro momentum? or perhaps their energies will not add up to m ? 
58) P 

These possibilities would be nightmares for the experiments proposed recently * which 

often raly on geometric and/or calorimetrie signatures e.g. two particles emerging back-to-

back with a total energy * 940 McV. 

5. TJMCEITAEfrBS IK THE PKOTOK DECAY KATE 

Let us suppose we have now established a definite value for m : the final problem is 

to calculate the total decay rate, the parameter C of equation (1,1). Its determination 

can be split into several seeps. First is the derivation of the effective Lagrangian for 

baryon-uonconserving processes including "Cabibbo" angles» which was given in Ref. 27) 

|"eijk u ^ \ \ > {C ( l * c»»' 9c"I * , i n 8 c " , 9 e \ I Y " diL 

t [<1 • j i n 1 ^ ) ^ * Jin8 c co»9c «^Jr" 3 ^ 

Oiilc \ V * j t »«
9, * \ *™<fl Kt *" diR * Vl, i° Y U «• i l Bit T iR JJ 

-a - fo » f r t 5 - 2 > 

in the ease of the simplest 50(5) codai. Xoce that the form of CP violation in the effec

tive tagraagian (5.1) through the phase 4 gives no possibility in leading order for obser

vable CP violating effects of the type recently proposed by Burlbert and Wilcrek . The 

phase 4 also does not affect tba total decay rate. One must next proceed to the computa

tion of the short distance amplitude enhancement effaces due to SU(3), SU(2) and U(l) 

boson exchanges which arc to leading order ' ' 

*'!fota the change of sign in the at and u£ terms of (5.)) by comparison with <tef* 4) and 
27). We thank M.S. Gavels and W, Ioneti«hny for correcting us on this point. 

L J 



4 
*_ . r°tCt Caff)] " - 3 S g feliaiLl 

^ ranJ 2 ran 
1 L°GUM J 

' 6 + 80 S 

for th« e£ , u- operators 

r -i 33 _ _ 
lat("v) 1 6 + 80 S + + 
^ ~ ' i for cb* a^ , Ug , v operators 

for the diffaraat oparatora appearing in th« affacciva Lagrangian (5.1). To giva an idea 

of tha magnitude of chase abort diataoca affacta for typical valuaa of th* diffctant gauge 

coupling constant» ana finda 

(2.5 for a£ f i£ 
A* * 5 , (̂  A,)* z) (5.4) 

12,2 for e* , vj . v 

Tba fioal job ia to compute eba aatrîx elements of tha effective Lagrangian (5.1) batveen 

cbc proton (or nuelaoo) initial scata and tba various mason +• lapton final states. So far. 

two fundamentally diffarant méthode of doing cbii bava baan uaod. Ona ' ' is co 

treat tba decay aa if two quarks in tba nucléon come together vitb a probability determined 

by an SU(6) vave-function *(0), annihilating into an antilapton and an autiquark, vith 

eba q and tba spactator quark than combining vitb probability 1 to form inclusive meson 

states (tba SECNJtM attbod). Fiva calculations of this type have bean nude: Rcf. 14) 

includes soae diafraw vbicb vara left out by taf. 4), but va prafar tba assigoaant of a 

quark mass of about a w , co tba final state anciquark vban computing phase space, aa vas 

dona in ftaf. 15). Recant applications of tba method ara made in Kafs 29 (CR) and 61 (GLOPR). 

Xo tbia method, eba decay rata ia proportional to [*fi(0)[z, and va now believe on tba basis 

of analysas of hyperon decays ' tbatt tba valua of 0.3 * I0~ 2 CeVJ that va and others 

originally assumed it probably too large. Va nov believe that a batter valua ia about 

0.7 o* * 0.2 x to*1 C*V], vhich fits Q and s-veva byparon decay and agrees vith bag 

nodal aaciaetas«and va bave reoormalised tb* SEOfJW and G* calculations vitb this value 

of |i(0)|*. The second class * I* 0 3' „f calculations uses a bag nodal, conçûtes tba 

initial qq overlap in a nucléon bag and than computes the overlap of tha resulting qq 

system with diffaraat «elusive masonic final scata bags. Three calculations (DCS ', 

D l 7 ) and C 6 3 )) of this type bava nov been made using slightly different techniques: tbeir 

result* diff«r froa each other by factors up to about 12. If ve take a representative 

estimate of • « J x I0 l* GeV, va find tba six different proton lifetime astiaataa shown 

in Table 6. 

To a good approximation, tbasa lifotlaa estimates scale aa •* vithin tba range of 

uncertainties which va discuss in this paper. From these different estimates of tha proton 
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lifatiac va therefore bava 

T p * (0. , to 25) « , 0 » ( - _ ^ r _ F , - ,«,„ (5.5) 

Sa no» turn to the actual computation uf • using the following variations of the 

input parameters A » •_• *__ in the two calwilacional «ethods (a) and (b) of 
ay c •» 

taction 2.1. 

100 MeV < A _ < 600 MaV 
•a " 

15 G*V < a e < 50 GeV 

127.56 < cT* < 128.50 for f A - 4 , . M f . ^ (5.6) r | ^ - 4 l i u - t h 

»X-7.8» « 126.96 < « £ < 127.90 

127.35 < ( a ^ ) ^ < 128.29 for aethod Cb) 

Tabla 7 shows a representative set of estimates vada usina aethod (a). Wt see that there 

Is vary licel* sensitivity eo •„: this is consistent vita the observation of SinÉtruy 
391 cod Schuefcar that tha top quark contribution to tba relative «normalisation of 

3 tad 3 cancel* in leading order. The results of Table 7 vara calculated using 

\ • 7.8 and the central value of a"' given in (5.6). The effects of using instead 

A • 4 or of talcing tha extras» values of o ^ fro» (5.6) era for A • 400 MeV and 

a c - 30 GaV: 

toai f o r * * 7*8 ^ ÙMxmt °* 4 9 " , ° t * G , V 

.„ (5.7) 
\ - 7.8- * A • 4 •*> ùm^ - + 0.56 x IOl*GeV 

He therefore find using aethod (a) chat for A * 400 MeV 
•T 

mx ' (5.4 ± 0.8) » 10"6eV wthod (a) (5.8) 

vhile che variation of the cantrel value with A can be approximated by 
as 

• ̂  1.35 x I O i a r A _ ] l ' # t (5.9) 

and the significance of the third significant figurea ia (5.9) is tenuous. Using aethod (b) 

•) throughout this discussion, A _ is that found using 4 flavours and tha full second 
order formalisa. •* 



va concur with Binétruy and Schûcker ' in finding for A * 400 MaV and a" 1 given 

by (5.6): 

a_ - (6.3 ± 0.7) x iol*GaV aathod 00 (5.10) 

Another analyeia siiailar in a i r i t to our method (b) and Eaf. 39) ha« baan nade by Hall , 
with cha result 

» s 5.7 * t0l*GaV 

aubcraccioa technique obtaina 

•_ * 6.3 * lO^CaV (5.12) 

f o P A — * 4 0 ° M* v* A*** fi*-lts all a|raa within tba expected uncertainties of a factor 

of (lT5) i l cooing fro» bi|har ordar effects in tba «normalization group aquations, such 

aa Cba uncertainty of 20 Z in tba Aj-^j/ZL- ratio of aquation (2.1) which vaa mautionad 

ia section (2.1). Va therefore estimate that in «initial SO(5) with A - 400 MaV 
ms 

i t » ( 6 i 3 ) i 10**CeV (5.13) 

which should ba icalad approximatively by a factor of (4--/0.4 GaV) for différant valuas 

of A_. Assuming ebat A__ - 0.4 * (l.5)±lGeV va finally cooUude'* from (5.5) and (5.13) 

ia tba simple 50(5} aodal with tbraa generations and no significant nav physics before 

tha grand unification point, lovever, thia eatiaata ia subject to all the uncertainties 

discussed in sections 3 and 4» of which tha principal ones ara 

- ± 13 1 du* to tha uncertainty ia raaoruUxatioa of a , 

- I.S increaee for a nav generation of fermions, 

- Additional factor of (1.5)-1 for aach technicolour generation. 

' Iha central valua of this estimate ia hither than that of Kef. I!) for two reasons. One 
is that va ara now convinced that our earlier4) valua of |4r(0)|: vaa too large, tha othar 
is tha long proton lifetimes calculated'7).63) { n t o m m beg models. 



- Factor of < (1.5)- fro* higher order effects in the «normalization group 

calculations, 

- factor of 3*1 from uncertainties in the superheavy Higgs sector , and <> l.5) ± l 

from possible superheavy fermions. 

In the effective Lagramian 

- Paisible Cabibbo-rotation away of proton decay if the charge 2/3 quark mass matrix 

contains important antisymmetric pieces. 

Zi 3) 4) 
modal " " with no significant new physics. They may be dismayed by the uncertainties 

engendered by new physics. If they do not find decaying protons, they will et leaat have 

the first expérimental evidence for something more exciting. If they do find decaying pro

tons t then there will be much to ba learned, for example from looking at decays which are 

tvspossd to be Csbibbo suppressed. 
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Tsbla I : Ptaano—oological tacinatai- of A 

Tjpa of Analysis Typ« af 
A tstiaatttt 

Corresponding valu* 
of A — (G.V) 

*«=*!_•> « a* 0.53 ± 0.1 

xi-/" « ™ « b > t 0.5 

»/"• -«at. c ) * 0.45 ±0.1} («EJC - GCM) 

0.35 : 0.23 (CDBS) 

F,'»'1» dir.ctd> *» 0.7 t 0.3 

r ; . (p -»> d i c , o t . ) A^ 0.53 t 0.16 

»F,V" d£t.«» A„ 0.46 : 0.21 

< • * «nt,«> «*H 0.41 

OOQ gio|Ut Bowats •«varal typw 0.3 to 1.0 

71M original sapara citad aza liaeatt ia Kaf. 33). 

TabU 2: paeraaaa of A irith inertaiin» f (ah • 6.8 CaV) 

:fuabar of flavours f Valut of A (HeV) 

i 
S 

J00 

62 

too 
23» 

600 

449 

15 
S <» c - 30 CaV) 

30 

2» 
27 
25 

162 
149 
141 

266. 
24S 
231 

L J 



T*bl« 3: Contribotioo» to fa"1: Raaomace» 

L 

Rotonwccs P«ria«t«ri ta"' 

P a. - 770 H«V. r . „ - <155 ± 25) d«T 
o r * - e o t 

« Î - Î - - (5.5 t U ) « 10"' 
tot 

- o.si î o.ii <r„ -
t o " 

- 0.67 t 0.14 (r -

130 HtV) 

ISO HiV) 

w m toe 
r * - - 0.77 » 10"* G«V 

- 0.055 

* 
a.( - 1.02 C«T, r c g e • 4.1 KtT 

r i - • i . i < lo-* C«T 
- 0.072 

Jill 
••»/*" 3 - ' ° « T ' r « t ' 6 , k « v 

r * - . 4.6 » io-' aa 
- 0.074 

•It' 

i y • 3.69 C«», r c o t - 228 k«V 

r + - - 2.1 » io-* G<Ï 

- 0.032 

»" V - 3.77 CV, r t M - 28 8.V 

r • , - - 0.36 » 10-* S«V 
- 0.0054 

T 
B T - 9.* CtV, r t o t • 25 »•» 

rt*t- • i .3 » » 

- 0.0077 

r 
» , - IO.O C«T, r t o e - 25 i . v 

P • - - 0.4 IMV 

- 0.0022 

All r«toc«K«s «xeapt a - 0.25 

Thli eontrioutii» to a"1!-*"^, ->*£» -XwQ 
it «ncaCiclly iod«**od«ot at X for X t [ l , 7 .$] . 

J 



Eoarsy rant* 

(C«V) 

X 
fa-' 

Eoarsy rant* 

(C«V) 

X 

X « I X - 4 X - 7 .8 

1 t o 1.5 

1.5 t o 4 

4 CO 10 

f 10 t o 30 

I 30 to -
/ 10 to 100 

I 100 t o « 

L 
4 

r 
I 4 . 3 

S.5 

IL 
5 . 5 

- 0 . 0 9 

- 0 .411 

- 0 . 5 2 ) 

- 0 .77 

- O.B81 

- 0 .951 

- 1.22 

- 1 , 6 , 

- 1.6SJ 

- 0 .29 

- 0 .09 

- 0 .411 

- 0 . 5 2 / 

- 0 .79 

- 0 .921 

- 0 .991 

- 1.97 

- 1.82 

- 1.95 

- 0 . 7 4 

- 0 .09 

- 0.41 1 

- 0 . 52 1 

- 0 .78 

- 0 .93 > 

- 1.001 

- 2 . 36 

- 1.88 

- 2 .02 

- 1.05 

AIL cont iauua 
- 3 .12 

t o 
- 3 . 5 5 

- 3 .83 
CO 

- 4 . 3 5 

- 4.21 
to 

- 4 .75 

X - 1 X - 4 X - 7.8 

t 

U 

r 

- 2.36 

- 1.23 

- 0.62 

- 2.51 

- 1.38 

- 0.77 

- 2.58 

- 1.45 

- 0.84 

Total Upcoos - 4.21 - 4.66 - 4.87 

X - 1 X - 4 X - 7 .8 

Overal l Total - 7 .98 t o - 8 .32 - 9 .14 CO - 1 0 . 0 8 - 9 .74 t o - 1 0 . 6 8 
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Hbl« 4; 45. * S °f Bigs» fi«ld« 

SD(3) * Stf(2> 

Pceoapofitioa R. 
2(8,2) (3,3)*(3,3) (3,l)*(3.1> (6,l)i-(6.1) (3,2)H3,2) (3,1>-(3,1> 

C3 

C 2 

12 

8 

3 

12 

1 

0 

3 

0 

2 

3 

1 

0 

T*bU S: l » ï of fwaiotu 

Sff<3) x S3(2) 

Dccoapoiicioa R. 
(3,1) + (3,1) 2(1,2) 

b3 

b 2 

8 

0 

0 

1 
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Table 6: Estinaces of the proton decay rates 

Calculating group Assmtd value 
of a s CC«V) 

Lifctiac 
quoted (yrs) 

Lifetiae (years) 
if o s • 5 « 10 G*V 

BECW' , 4'- 1 5 ) 5 X 1 0 " 3 « 1 0 " 3 x io" 

OCS 1 6> S x lo'" 2 x I O " 2 x io" 

B"> 3.8 x I01* S x 10" 24 x 10" 

OR"' 4.4 x lo'1- 0.9 x 10" l.S x lo" 

GLOPR 6 0 6 x 10 1' 1.3 x 1 0 " 0.6 x lo" 

C«» 4.6 x lo" 1.8 x 10" 25 x 10" 

Table 7; Eetiaata» of mx fin unie» of I0:"Caff) 

1} 30 SO 

100 I.2B 1.27 1.26 

400 5.15 5.16 5.09 

600 7.30 7.77 7.67 

This table is ealculateil using 
* - 7.8 In method (e) 

L J 
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